Risk Assessment
Risk

Level of
Liklihood &
Gravity

Action taken to mitigate risk

Clients loosing luggage on
their flight

Relatively frequent
on flights passing
through Nairobi or
Amsterdam

The clients fail to meet the
person meeting them

Small risk

A road accident during
transfer
A fire or similar event in the
hotel

Small Risk

1.Clients must be advised either to wear their climbing boots or to have
them in hand luggage
2. We can replace clothing, gaiters, poles, sleeping bag and so on, we
advise them to buy toiletries -We will charge a small fee for this (see
equipment list)
3. We will do everything we can to recuperate the luggage from the
airline and deliver it by relay to the camp -However if they are at Barafu
, it will be too late
The driver is in contact with our office should something happen
(accident, police). The clients will have our number(s) and must be told
to wait -They should never take a taxi as they might well be cheated.
We will have a prominent sign at the airport saying "A.T. Adventures
International"
The drivers, cars are insured comprehensively

Illness of client on arrival

Small Risk

Illness or accident on the
mountain

Moderate risk

The Official rescue,
services don't show in an
emergency
Risk of minor accidents in
camp or walking
Damaged Equipment

Unlikely, but has
happened

Small Risk

Unlikely, but it can
happen
Unlikely, but it can

The hotels in and around Moshi and other tourist areas all have safety
procedures in place. There has never been an incident.
Electricity cuts can happen, but the hotels we use have their own
generators
The client will be advised not to climb and if necessary we will transport
him/her to see a reputable Dr at the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Center. He/she must pay for treatment and accommodation. If the client
recovers and there is a possibility we can supply extra guide to take an
authorized short cut (permission needed from authorities)up until the
third day on the mountain. If this is not possible or if the client does not
want to do this, we can offer him day excursions to places of interest at
his/her own cost
Be aware park fees are paid once the client has paid for their tour and
are not refunded at anytime for any reason:
The clients will be briefed to report any symptoms to the guides. Not
just for high altitude Mountain Sickness, but for any other condition. If
the condition is serious enough & cannot be treated with first aid, the
client affected will either be taken down by a crew member or in more
serious cases administered oxygen or transported down in a Gammow
Bag - If medical treatment is required the person will meet the
Tanzanian Parks rescue team and be transported by them or our team
to the Gate when they will be met and taken to The Kilimanjaro
Christian Medical Centre (a large well equipped hospital with qualified
medical practitioners).
If in the eventuality that the client just feels that s/he is too tired to
continue and wishes to go down s/he will be accompanied by a
qualified assistant guide and transport (no charge) &hotel
accommodation (at their cost)will be ready when they arrive at the gate
. They will be offered alternative activities at their own cost. If the client
seems to be lagging temporarily and wants to continue, they will
temporarily be assigned a member of the crew(assistant guide) to walk
with them and carry their day pack.
We have enough staff to proceed on our own, with adequate safety
equipment
First Aid kit available
The most frequent problem is that tent zips will stick and the client will

happen

Theft

Moderate Risk in
the campsites

Severe weather conditions

Moderately likely

Tropical
Diseases

Unlikely, but it can
happen

Infectious

Sexual Harassment

Unlikely, but it can
happen

Asking for tips

Moderately likely
with
freelance
crews

break them themselves or poles will be broken by the porters. We carry
1 extra tent, but clients will be briefed about tent zip handling. We order
new tents twice a year so that tents for clients only get used for 2
seasons.
Clients should be advised to keep their valuables in their day packs,
and also leave a photocopy (made in their home country) of their
passports and airline tickets. All luggage carried by the porters and left
in our office should be padlocked. Day packs should not be left in tents
especially at Mweka as there was a case of outsiders crawling into the
tents unseen during dinner. There is no risk of our crews stealing, but
there is a risk of outsiders, including other tourists in some of the
camps.
There can be a lot of snow & wind on the summit day. The guide will
assess the clients capabilities and discuss whether they wish to
continue or not. There has never been an avalanche on Kilimanjaro.
In the event of heavy rain the same procedure of consultation will be
followed. Rain wear of a high standard is recommended.
We advise on vaccination for polio, hepatitis and tetanus. Yellow Fever
vaccination is mandatory (certificate checked at the airport)
The risk of malaria is low on the mountain, but higher in town-We
advise malaria prophylaxis to be commenced before arrival to ensure
tolerance and in consultation with a GP.
We advise all clients to be equipped with personal medication.
We use private portable toilets which are heavily disinfected daily .The
official toilets are insalubrious and clients are advised not to use them.
There is no Ebola in Tanzania.
Our guides and porters know that sexual innuendos to female clients
are a sacking offence. They are warned not to pay attention to any one
client . However females travelling alone should wear appropriate
clothing in the street , (especially in Zanzibar).
There have been cases of clients being asked for their e-mail
addresses - we have warned against this. Clients should decide for
themselves whether to do this or not, as it can be seen as an
encouragement by some of the younger men. Most of our guides are
married with families.
The guide will explain tipping procedures in the initial briefing and one
member of the group will be given an envelope by the guide for tips This should be handed back to the guide unopened. Unfortunately
some of the porters might be freelance and will try to get money from
the clients on the way down to the gate - If this happens and the guide
is aware of this, he will stop it. If he is not aware the client will be briefed
to say "I have put my tip in the envelope" -The envelope will be opened
after the clients have left the mountain and distributed proportionately.
between crew & porters by our office manager. or the guide. If the
clients wish to give used clothing or extra tips to anyone they must first
ask the guide.
Clients should be warned that tipping is all invasive in Tanzania and
told of the procedures we use to avoid clients being importuned.
When buying souvenirs they should be aware that bargaining is the
norm except in shops where the price is shown. They will be
approached in the street by itinerant traders, but they are not
aggressive and will go if ignored or told "no"

